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Nowadays, sin e modern ryptography deals with areful
modeling and areful proofs, there may be two levels of ryptanalysis. One, the traditional breaking or weakness demonstration in s hemes
whi h are not provably se ure. The se ond level of ryptanalysis, geared
towards provably se ure s hemes, has to do with re ning models and
showing that a model was either insuÆ ient or somewhat un lear and
vague when used in proving systems se ure. The best te hniques to perform this se ond type of investigation are still traditional ryptanalysis
followed by orre tions. In this work, we put forth the se ond type of
ryptanalysis.
We demonstrate that in some of the re ent works modeling hosen iphertext se urity (non-malleability), the notion of validity of iphertext
was left vague. It led to systems where under the model as de ned/
understood, it was shown provably se ure. Yet, under another (natural)
behavior of the adversary, the \provably se ure system" is totally broken,
sin e key re overy atta k is made possible. We show that this behavior
of an adversary is possible and further there are settings (the ontext of
es rowed publi key ryptosystems) where it is even highly relevant.
We mount the atta k against systems whi h are hosen- iphertext se ure
and non-malleable (assuming the adversary probes with valid messages),
yet they are \universally" inse ure against this atta k: namely, the trapdoor key gets known by the adversary (as in Rabin's system under hosen
iphertext atta ks). Spe i ally, the atta k works against EPOC whi h
has been onsidered for standardization by IEEE P1363 (the authors
have already been informed of the atta k and our x to it and will onsider this issue in future works). This re-emphasizes that when proving
hosen- iphertext se urity, allowing invalid iphertext probes in reases
the adversary's power and should be onsidered as part of the model
and in proofs.
Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
Classifying the se urity of ryptosystems, based on the power of the atta king
adversary, is a entral subje t in modern ryptography. After many years of
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work by many resear hers, the notion of atta ks on publi key systems has
been arefully presented in a uni ed way in [2, 5℄. In the atta k modeling of
hosen iphertext atta ks they only expli itly onsider valid iphertexts by the
adversary, referring dire tly to the size of the iphertexts used by the adversary.
|In a later ( nal) versions they justify that: an adversary who sends \invalid
iphertexts" will know that the ma hine it probes will answer that the iphertext
is invalid as a justi ation for this model (this was published on the web, but sin e
our results here were made known in Feb. 2000 (see [A7℄), this was omitted, by
now). In any ase, the model (even in these areful elegant lassi ation works)
has left vague and has not dire tly treated how to deal with invalid iphertext.
Su h vagueness is dangerous sin e at times it may lead to misinterpretations
and potentially to false laims based on orre t proofs (as we will show). Our
purpose here is to demonstrate and thus to re-emphasize that it is, in fa t,
important to deal with invalid iphertext probing by the adversary. We do this
via ryptanalysis whi h employs su h messages. Sin e our atta k is against a
s heme provably se ure against atta ker whi h only employs valid iphertext,
we demonstrate that this issue is not merely for ompleteness of modeling, but a
entral one whi h should be onsidered in proofs, when hosen- iphertext atta ks
are allowed. In more general terms, the work demonstrates how important is
the intera tion between areful modeling and investigating (seemingly) extended
settings and new s enarios in order to re ne, better understand and eliminate
vagueness in formal models.

Se urity Notions under A tive Atta ks. The notions of \ hosen iphertext

se urity" [CCS℄ (in a non-adaptive [36℄ and an adaptive [43, 16℄ fashion) and
\non-malleability" [NM℄ [16℄ are se urity notions for ryptosystems when oping with an a tive probing by an adversary who tries to break a system (namely,
understand a message [CCS℄ or modify it [NM℄). The adversary an hoose iphertexts in a ertain way and probe the devi e on these messages. The se urity
implies that the atta ker does not get any advantage in breaking the system
due to the probing. These se urity notions are extensions of \semanti se urity"
(or polynomial se urity) [25℄ whi h assures that the system is se ure |hiding
all partial information against a passive adversary (in the publi key model a
passive adversary an, by itself, mount a hosen message atta k).
The rst publi en ryption s heme provably se ure against (non-adaptive)
hosen iphertext atta ks was devised by Naor and Yung [36℄ in 1990. In [43℄,
Ra ko and Simon generalized their results and realized the rst s heme provably se ure against adaptive atta ks. In the same year (1991), Dwork, Dolev
and Naor [16℄ gave another provably se ure s heme. More pra ti al onstru tions (some of whi h are heuristi s and some are validated in idealized random
hash models) were proposed by Damg
ard [12℄ (only se ure against non-adaptive
atta ks [47℄), Zheng and Seberry [47℄ (see also [3℄ and [33℄), Lim and Lee [33℄
( ryptanalyzed in [19℄), Bellare and Rogaway [3, 4℄ and Shoup and Gennaro [45℄
(for threshold ryptography). Re ent formal treatment of the issue was given by
Bellare, Desai, Point heval and Rogaway and Bellare and Sahai [2, 5℄; they show,
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among other things that under adaptive hosen message atta ks indistinguishability atta k is equivalent to malleability one. Re ently designed s hemes whi h
are pra ti al and based on new assumption or hybrid en ryption are given in [40,
23, 39, 41℄. The se urity of these pra ti al s hemes holds in the idealized random
ora le setting [3℄ and/or under non-standard assumptions. One notable ex eption
is the Cramer-Shoup s heme [11℄ whi h remarkably a hieves both provable seurity (under the de isional DiÆe-Hellman assumption, namely in the standard
model) and high level of pra ti ality.

The Atta k. We now de ne somewhat more formally our atta k. Roughly

speaking, it is a hosen iphertext atta k where the adversary has a ess to a
\de ryption ora le." It however emphasizes and expli itly allows the adversary
to misbehave and repeatedly feed the de ryption ora le with invalid iphertexts.
(Remark: we use \our atta k", though, of ourse, we do not laim it is a new (see
[6℄), just that using it against provable systems and emphasizing it in ontrast
with the ontext whi h uses only valid messages are, as far as we know, new).

De nition 1 (The Atta k).

Let k be a se urity parameter that generates
mat hing en ryption/de ryption keys (e; d) for ea h user in the system. A hoseniphertext atta k is a pro ess whi h, on input 1k and e, obtains

{
{

either plaintexts (relatively to d) orresponding to iphertexts of its hoi e; or
an indi ation that the

for polynomially (in

hosen

k) many

iphertexts are invalid,

iphertexts, and produ es an history tape

h.

To this atta k orresponds a se urity notion, namely resistan e against our
atta k whi h oin ides with hosen iphertext se urity. A probabilisti polynomial time ma hine, alled \message nder", generates two messages m1 and m2
on input 1k and an auxiliary tape (whi h may in lude h, e and other publi
information). Let be the iphertext orresponding to mb where b is randomly
drawn from f0; 1g. Then, given m1 , m2 , , h and e, another probabilisti polynomial time algorithm, alled \message distinguisher", outputs b0 2 f0; 1g. The
(non-adaptive) hosen iphertext atta k su eeds if b = b0 . Similarly to [43℄, we
an make the previous s enario stronger by assuming that the adversary may
run a se ond hosen iphertext atta k upon re eiving the hallenge iphertext
(the only restri tion being that the adversary does not probe on ). A ordingly,
this adaptive atta k su eeds is b = b0 .
We may even redu e the atta ker's probing power by letting it know if the
iphertext orresponds to a valid message or not.

De nition 2 (Se urity). An en
tive /adaptive) hosen
gibly greater than 1/2.

ryption s heme is se ure if every (non-adapiphertext atta k su eeds with probability at most negli-
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Our Results. We rst apply the atta k model to break the EPOC systems [37,

38℄. These are very interesting systems whi h are about three year old and whi h
have a lot of insight behind them (i.e., they use new trapdoor). They are provably
se ure against adaptive hosen iphertext atta ks in the ideal hash model. So indeed, if the ontext is su h that our adversary is ex luded, these are high quality
iphers (they are under onsideration for standardization in IEEE P1363a). Yet,
we tea h that there are extended situations (i.e., misbehaving adversaries) where
more are is needed sin e the systems are broken in these ases. We then show
that even intera tive systems whi h are se ure against traditional hosen iphertext atta ks, an fail against the extended setting. We then dis uss measures for
orre ting the s hemes in order to prevent the atta ks (whi h demonstrates the
importan e of the original work on these s hemes). Finally, we revisit the general impli ations of the atta k on hosen iphertext se urity. Finally, we omment
that we have noti ed the authors of EPOC of the atta ks and the vagueness of
the de nitions, and they took noti e. The EPOC authors' rea tion is presented
in an Appendix.

An Appli ation of the Model. How realisti is to allow expli it invalid i-

phertext and how mu h one should are about these? One an argue that when
atta king a server system to provide de ryptions of iphertexts, then if too many
invalid ones are asked, the server may shuts itself up. This may lead to denial
of servi e atta ks. Even more so, the atta k is always possible in the ontext of
es row publi key systems (for the sake of law enfor ement). See Se tion 4 for
details.

2 The Atta ks
The atta k whi h an be alled \ hosen valid/invalid iphertext atta k" applies
to a large variety of ryptosystems, in luding systems using the so- alled \ oset
en ryption" [42℄. See [24℄ for an appli ation to the `RSA for paranoids' [44℄ and
[29℄ for the NICE [27℄ and HJPT [28℄ systems.
The above are atta ks on \raw algebrai versions" of trapdoor fun tions. Perhaps other purely algebrai trapdoors are sus eptible to the atta k. However,
more interestingly and perhaps somewhat surprising, we a tually illustrate in
this se tion atta ks on a publi en ryption system whi h already possesses very
strong se urity properties. The s heme is the system by Okamoto, U hiyama
and Fujisaki, EPOC [38℄. EPOC has two versions, EPOC-1 and EPOC-2, and
uses the trapdoor fun tion des ribed in [37℄. It presents the advantages of being
se ure and non-malleable under hosen- iphertext atta ks, whi h, following [2℄,
represents the highest level of se urity. Moreover, we show that intera tive proto ols [17℄ aiming to transform a semanti ally se ure system into a system se ure
against hosen- iphertext atta ks may also be sus eptible to the atta k.
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2.1 The EPOC-1 System
Hereafter, we give a brief review of EPOC-1; we refer to [38℄ for details. The
s heme is divided into three parts: system setup, en ryption and de ryption.
[System setup℄ For se urity parameter k , two k -bit primes

p and q are hosen
and n = p2 q . Then an element g 2 (Z=nZ) su h that gp = g p 1 mod p2
has order p is hosen randomly. Likewise h0 2 (Z=nZ) is hosen randomly
(and independently from g ) and h = (h0 )n mod n. Finally, three integers
pLen, mLen and rLen su h that pLen = k and mLen + rLen  pLen 1 and a
publi (hash) fun tion H are de ned.
The publi parameters are (n; g; h; pLen; mLen ; rLen ; H ). The se ret parameters are (p; gp ).
[En ryption℄ A message M 2 f0; 1gmLen is en rypted as
C = g(M kR) hr mod n

where R is uniformly hosen in f0; 1grLen and r = H (M kR).
[De ryption℄ Given the iphertext C , the de ryption pro ess runs as follows. Let
(C )
X = L p mod p
L(gp )
where Cp = C p 1 mod p2 and L(x) = (x 1)=p. Then if g X hH (X ) mod n = C
holds, the de rypted message is given by [X ℄mLen (that is, the mLen most
signi ant bits of X ); otherwise the null string " is output.

2.2 The Atta k
The en ryption pro ess assumes that the message being en rypted is smaller
than 2mLen , or more pre isely that (M kR) < 2pLen 1 . What happens if a larger
message is en rypted?
Let C^ (= g (M^ kR) hH (M^ kR) mod n) denote the iphertext orresponding to a
^ . The de ryption of C^ yields the intermediary value
message M
(C^ p
X=L

mod p2 )
mod p :
L(gp )
1

^ kR), we have X = X^ mod p; or equivalently X^ = X + p with
De ning X^ = (M
^ . If X^  p then X^ 6= X (i.e., > 0) and the test g X hH (X ) mod n =? C^
= bX=p
will fail. The de ryption algorithm will thus output the null string ". This an
be exploited by an adversary as follows. Sin e the se ret prime p is a pLen -bit
number, she knows that p lies in the interval I0 = ℄2pLen 1 ; 2pLen [. So, she hooses
^ su h that X^ = (M
^ kR) 2 I0 and omputes the orresponding
a message M
iphertext C^ . If C^ an be de rypted then she knows that X^ < p; otherwise (i.e.,
if " is returned) she knows that X^  p. She then reiterates the pro ess with
^ 2pLen [ or I1 = ℄2pLen 1 ; X^ ℄, respe tively. And so on. . . until
the interval I1 = ℄X;
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the interval be omes small enough to guess |by exhaustion or more elaborated
te hniques (e.g., [10, 8℄)| the orre t value of p. Noting that ea h iteration of
a standard binary sear h halves the interval ontaining p, an upper bound for
the total number of probes is ertainly pLen 1. For example, with a 1024-bit
modulus n, at most 340 iphertexts are ne essary to re over the whole se ret
key.

2.3 The EPOC-2 System
In EPOC-2, the system setup is broadly the same as in EPOC-1 ex ept that
two publi (hash) fun tions H and G are de ned together with a symmetri
ryptosystem. We let SymEn (K; X ) (resp. SymDe (K; X )) denote the en ryption (resp. de ryption) of X under the symmetri key K . A message M 2
f0; 1gmLen is en rypted as (C1 ; C2 ) with C1 = gR hH (M kR) mod n and C2 =
SymEn (G(R); M ) where R is uniformly hosen in f0; 1grLen . Given (C1 ; C2 ),
the de ryption algorithm omputes Cp = C1p 1 mod p2 , R0 = LL((Cgpp)) mod p and
M 0 = SymDe (G(R0 ); C2 ). If gR hH (M kR )  C1 (mod n) then the plaintext
is M 0 ; otherwise the null string " is output. So, the atta k on EPOC-1 readily
applies on EPOC-2. The adversary now guesses the value of the se ret fa tor p
a ording to p > R if the de ryption pro ess is possible or p  R if " is returned,
from suitable values of R she hooses.
0

0

0

2.4 The Fis hlin PPTK Proto ol
In [17℄, R. Fis hlin presents a generi te hnique to turn any semanti ally seure ryptosystem into an (intera tive) s heme whi h is immune against hoseniphertext atta ks. We will apply this te hnique to the (semanti ally se ure)
Okamoto-U hiyama ryptosystem [37℄. The resulting s heme is very similar to
the EPOC-1 system. This is not too surprising if you know that the EPOC
systems are derived from an appli ation to the Okamoto-U hiyama system of
the generi te hniques of [21℄ (see also [22℄) to transform a semanti ally se ure
system into a system se ure against hosen- iphertext atta ks.
[System setup℄ For se urity parameter k , the parameters p, q , n, g , gp ,

h0 and h
are de ned as in x 2.1. There are also two integers pLen and mLen su h that
pLen = k and 2mLen  pLen 1. The publi parameters are (n; g; h; pLen;
mLen). The se ret parameters are (p; gp).
[Commitment/En ryption℄ A sender ommits to a message M 2 f0; 1gmLen by
omputing and sending
C = g(M kR) hr mod n
where R is uniformly hosen in f0; 1gmLen and r in f0; 1g2mLen . Note that C
is the Okamoto-U hiyama en ryption of (M kR).
[Challenge℄ Upon re eiving C , the re eiver hooses a hallenge bpLen =2 -bit prime
 whi h he sends to the sender.
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X = (M kR) mod  and sends it to the re eiver
as a proof of plaintext knowledge.
[De ryption℄ Given X , the re eiver de rypts C as

[PPTK℄ The sender omputes

(C )
X = L p mod p
L(gp )
where Cp = C p 1 mod p2 . Then if X  X (mod  ), he a epts the plaintext given by [X ℄mLen (that is, the mLen most signi ant bits of X ); otherwise
the null string " is output, i.e., the re eiver reje ts the en ryption.
The idea behind Fis hlin's te hnique is quite intuitive. To make a system
immune against hosen- iphertext atta ks, the sender (intera tively) provides a
\proof of plaintext knowledge" (PPTK). Although this seems sound, the atta k
presented against EPOC-1 in x 2.2 still applies. If (M kR) is smaller than the
se ret prime p then the de ryption of the ommitment C , X , is equal to (M kR).
Therefore, the relation X  (M kR) (mod  ) will be veri ed whatever the value
of the hallenge  is. On the ontrary, if (M kR)  p then the veri ation will fail
and the null string " is returned. So as before, the adversary an re over the bits
of p su essively a ording to whether " is returned or not from appropriately
hosen values for M . (Remark: re ently, the author has removed his paper [17℄
from the publi library, yet we do not think that it is due to the atta k sin e
the s heme as a generi method may be sound on e onsidering the issues raised
in the urrent work and similar onsiderations, see our repair to the spe i
appli ation below.)

3 Repairing the S hemes
Here we show how to repair the systems, thus showing the usefulness of the
work on the original s hemes (the standardization bodies have to take note of
our xes, though).
The atta k, as presented in x 2.2, is easily avoidable. EPOC-1 requires that
message M being en rypted is su h that X = (M kR) < 2pLen 1 . This ondition
an be expli itly he ked at the de ryption stage:
[De ryption℄ Given the iphertext C , the de ryption pro ess runs as follows. Let

(C )
X = L p mod p
L(gp )
where Cp = C p

mod p2 and L(x) = (x 1)=p. Then if g X hH (X ) mod n = C
and if X <
holds, the de rypted message is given by [X ℄mLen (that
is, the mLen most signi ant bits of X ); otherwise the null string " is output.
1

2pLen 1

Now the atta ker has no longer advantage to feed the de ryption ora le with
invalid iphertexts C^ (i.e., orresponding to an X^  2pLen 1 ). Indeed, if X^ 2
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iphertext

Fig. 1.

-

D

H*Hj
"

plaintext

De ryption algorithm.

[2pLen 1 ; p[ then the de ryption pro ess yields an X = X^  2pLen 1 and so the
null string " is returned. If X^  p then X 6= X^ (and thus g X hH (X ) mod n 6= C^ )
and again " is returned.
Likewise, EPOC-2 an be made robust against the atta k of x 2.3 by further
he king that R0 < 2rLen (< 2pLen 1 ) in the de ryption stage. Finally, in Fis hlin
proto ol, the re eiver must also he k that X < 2pLen 1 in the de ryption stage
and reje t the en ryption if it is not the ase.

4 Illustration: The \Poli eman-in-the-middle Atta k"
In this se tion, we present a detailed example in the ontext of es rowed publi
key ryptosystems. The atta k is by misbehaving law enfor ement whi h fakes
iphertexts repeatedly, and asks the es row authorities to re over them (thus
the proposed name of the atta k: \the Poli eman-in-the-middle Atta k"). The
atta ker is allowed to misbehave and hoose \invalid iphertexts" (sin e, supposedly, they are what the wiretapping has re orded and this fa t has to be
reported).
The basi on guration of the system model (when on entrating on a single
sender-re eiver pair) is given in Fig. 2. It in ludes a sender (Ali e) whi h employs the re eiver's (Bob) publi key to send messages. The re eiver gets the
iphertext message and an de rypt it. In addition, the law enfor ement (Poli e)
gets the message and forwards it to the es row agent (TTP). Poli e gets ba k
a leartext whi h is the valid de ryption of the message or an indi ation of \invalid message" from TTP. (Typi ally, Poli e is authorized to de rypt messages
in some time interval and based on this authorization by the ourt, TTP has
to omply and serve as a \de ryption ora le" say at some time interval.) The
weaker probing apability where the trusted party only answers whether a iphertext orrespond to a valid or invalid message (whi h suÆ es for our atta ks),
is realisti in the ontext in whi h sporadi tests of omplian e with the es row
system are performed by law enfor ement and the TTP only validates orre t
usage.
Ali e

iphertext

- Poli e - TTP
Fig. 2.

Basi model.

-

Bob
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Related Work on Es row Systems.
Indeed, the notion of the atta k makes sense in the ontext of the Poli e whi h
tries to verify messages and the sender and the re eiver may be bypassing the
system. Therefore, the knowledge of \invalid message" is important (and should
be supplied) to law enfor ement. This is an interesting interplay between a proto ol notion (es rowed en ryption) and the relevant atta k ( hosen valid/invalid
iphertext atta k). Let us review (only) some of the various es row systems models whi h have been onsidered in the literature. A quite general framework to
des ribe key es row systems was proposed in [13℄ by Denning and Brandstad.
Upon this, they lassi ed the es row me hanisms of omplete systems as well as
various design options, in luding the Es row En ryption Standard (EES) and
its Clipper implementation [1, 14℄ (see also [7, 35℄), the fair ryptosystems [34,
31℄, the tra eable iphertexts [15, 32, 9℄, the Trusted Third Parties servi es [30℄,
et . . . (See also [18℄ for further dis ussions.) The model of Denning and Brandstad assumes that the sender (Ali e) binds the iphertext and the orresponding
en ryption key, normally by atta hing a \data re overy eld" (DRF) to the iphertext. In our model, the DRF is merely an indi ation that the iphertext
was en rypted under Bob's publi key. Variants on this model were onsidered
in [20℄ by Frankel and Yung. They abstra ted a publi key based model where
a message is sent to two re eivers and where validation is added so that the
line ontains messages that have been validated as \messages available to both
Bob and Poli e", then su h systems are equivalent to \ hosen iphertext se ure
publi -key systems," and furthermore, the redu tions are very eÆ ient (se urity
wise).

5 Chosen Valid/Invalid Ciphertext Atta ks
The s heme of Damg
ard [12℄ is semanti ally se ure and has some other heuristi
se urity properties, but a man-in-the-middle atta k shows that this s heme is
malleable [46, x 6℄. EPOC is semanti ally se ure and was \shown" to be nonmalleable but is sus eptible to a poli eman-in-the-middle atta k. This emphasizes the extended notion of hosen iphertext se urity whi h onsiders se urity
under \ hosen valid/invalid iphertext atta ks." Certain se urity proofs assume
that the adversary gets no redit for produ ing an invalid iphertext. While this
is true for most ryptosystems indeed, this is in orre t in general.
A parti ularity of Okamoto-U hiyama primitive (as well as the other osetbased en ryption primitives) is that the whole set of valid messages, [0; p), is
kept se ret. Thus, to onstru t a ryptosystem thereof, one must work in a
subset [0; T ) with T < p. This gives rise to two kinds of invalid iphertexts: the
invalid iphertexts (i.e., those for whi h the null string " is returned) and those
for whi h a message is returned rather than a noti ation of invalidity. This
shows the soundness of our repair (Se tion 3) sin e " is returned for both types
of invalid iphertexts.
In many of the \generi onstru tions" there is a polynomial time algorithm
so that when given a iphertext it an verify (with overwhelming probability)
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that we have a \proper iphertext" whi h implies that it is a valid plaintext
whi h is en rypted orre tly (e.g., the onstru tions that employ general nonintera tive zero-knowledge as in [36, 43℄). Thus impli itly, either one sends valid
iphertext or the iphertext an be reje ted in polynomial-time (namely, without the omputational power of the de ryption algorithm). In this ase indeed
\invalid iphertexts" do not add power (the probing adversary an reje t the invalid iphertext itself). However, as demonstrated here this may not be the ase
with other s hemes where there is no publi veri ation of iphertext validity.
Sometimes, onsidering only valid messages may be enough. For example,
for the on rete s hemes we atta k (EPOC), it may still be very useful in ases
where the tampering adversary atta ks a entralized devi e (the devi e may
stop on the rst invalid message, or may re ord and limit su h atta ks). In
this setting the se urity as was proved in [38℄ applies. However, in the proto ol
setting we identi ed, reporting \invalid iphertext" is part of the a tual task of
the de ryption entity (es row authorities or TTP). We on lude that in these
ases the systems have to be robust against the extended setting.
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Appendix: A Comment from EPOC Authors
As des ribed in this manus ript and [A7℄, the initial version of EPOC [A5℄ had
an error in the des ription; hen e the urrent version of EPOC [A6℄ already
in ludes the x and so is proof against JQY atta k.
The reason why the initial version was weak against hosen- iphertext atta k
su h as JQY atta k is that it was not an exa t implementation of [A1,22℄. In
other words, the weakness of the initial version is due to the gap between the
implementation [A5℄ and the theoreti al results [A1,A2℄.
In [A1,A2℄, we have shown two di erent onversions from an (arbitrary)
asymmetri en ryption s heme, whi h is se ure in a weaker sense, into an asymmetri en ryption s heme that is se ure against adaptive hosen- iphertext atta ks in the random ora le model: For message m 2 f0; 1gmlen, pi king random
string r 2 f0; 1grlen , the s hemes obtained by the onversions are

Epk (m; r) = Epk
FO1

asym

((mjjr); H (m; r)); and

(1)
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Epk (m; r) = Epk (r; H (m; r)) jj m  G(r);
asym

FO2

(2)

respe tively, where G; H denote hash fun tions su h that G : f0; 1grlen !
f0; 1gglen and H : f0; 1gmlen  f0; 1grlen ! f0; 1ghlen. To appropriately quote
from [A1,A2℄, the hash fun tions in the onversions must be arefully implemented. H in onversions, (1) and (2), should be onsidered as the di erent
hash fun tions with the di erent domains. We denote by MSP the message spa e
asym
asym
of the underlying en ryption, Epk
; that is, for Epk
(X ; R), X 2 MSP. Followmlen
ing [A1,A2℄, it is required that MSP = `f0; 1g
 f0; 1grlenasym
' in EPOC-1 and
rlen
1
MSP = `f0; 1g ' (The reader should not onfuse MSP of Epk with the real
FO1
FO2
message spa e, f0; 1gmlen , of Epk
and Epk
). The above requirement implies
that the hash fun tions will halt if they take an element outside their domains
(be ause the input is not de ned!) and the de ryption must abort (and output
an invalid signal) if the hash fun tions invoked takes su h an invalid element.
In the initial version of EPOC, H was des ribed as a fun tion in both onversions arelessly with an inappropriate domain su h that H : f0; 1g ! f0; 1ghlen .
As mentioned later, the message spa e of the Okamoto-U hiyama en ryption
s heme, whi h is used as the underlying en ryption s heme in EPOC, is not
equivalent to f0; 1g: i.e., MSP ( f0; 1g. That is why the initial version was
open to JQY atta k | A tually, a knowledge extra tor onstru ted by following [A1,A2℄ doesn't work on these wrong implementations; so the hosen- ipher
se urity of these s hemes is not guaranteed in general.
Re all the Okamoto-U hiyama en ryption s heme [A4℄. For x 2 f0; 1gK ,
pi king a random string r from an appropriate domain, the en ryption of x is

Epk (x; r) = gx hr mod n:
asym

(3)

Following [A1,A2℄, we must implement H so that H : f0; 1gmlen  f0; 1grlen !
f0; 1ghlen, where K = mlen + rlen in EPOC-1 and K = rlen in EPOC-2. In addition, as the Okamoto-U hiyama s heme is an en ryption s heme, we naturally
get K < jpj, be ause an en ryption s heme is required to satisfy the ondition
asym
asym
that, for any x 2 MSP and y Epk
(x), then Dsk
(y ) = x (See [A1,A2℄). If
jpj  K , this ondition does not hold.
As a result, an appropriate implementation wouldn't be open to any hoseniphertext atta ks, not just JQY atta k. Please refer to [A3,A6℄ for more details.
Finally, we would like to thank M. Joye, J.J. Quisquater, and M. Yung for
giving us to pla e a omment in the appendix of their paper.
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